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How to Handle Quotations and Paraphrases (MLA System) 
 
1. Avoiding accidental plagiarism is the goal of good documentation.  You must know the 
difference between unintentional and intentional plagiarism – misdemeanor vs. felony.  The first 
is sloppy or incorrect documentation; the second is cheating, presenting someone else’s work 
as your own. 
 
With academic documentation, you are creating a trail that will lead the reader from your paper 
back to your sources.  If you provide insufficient or incorrect information, you are committing 
mistakes in documentation. 
 
2. Define Quotation and Paraphrase 
 

a)  Quotation:  The original source’s idea in the original words exactly as you find them.  
No changes.  In fact, that is what quotation marks mean – no changes; these are somebody 
else’s words.  In addition to the quotation marks, introducing the source (see below) will help 
your reader understand which words are yours and which are borrowed. 
 

b)  Paraphrase:  The original source’s idea presented in your words and sentence 
structure.  You still need correct and complete attribution. 
 
 
3. I give students a formula for summarizing an essay: 
 
 a)  In “Title,” author verb that main point. 
 
Here is a formula for introducing a quotation: 
 
 b)  In “Title,” author verb, “Quotation” (Author #). 
 
Here is an example, using an essay in our former textbook: 
 
In “I Have a Dream,” Martin Luther King, Jr. asserts, “This is no time to engage in the luxury of 
cooling off or to take the tranquilizing drug of gradualism” (King 499). 
 
(“499” is the page number in the textbook where you can find this sentence in King’s essay.) 
 
Here is a formula for introducing a paraphrase: 
 
 c)  In “Title,” author verb that paraphrase (Author #). 
 
Here is an example, using an essay from our textbook: 
 
   In “Don’t Eat the Flan,” Greg Critser argues that fat people are guilty of the sin of gluttony and 
have no one to blame but themselves for being obese (Critser 516). 
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4. An article from NC LIVE might be in html form and might not have page numbers or page 
breaks in the text.  However, make a guess as to which page the quotation or paraphrase 
comes from and cite it.  If you print out an article, those page numbers don’t count because they 
are not determined by the newspaper or magazine, but by the capacity of your computer and 
printer.  If the article is available in pdf format (Adobe), you have the actual page numbers. 
 
Use NC LIVE; specifically, use Academic Search Complete.  If you search on google or yahoo 
or msn, etc., you will find lots of inappropriate website hits.  Anybody can put whatever they 
want on the internet without editing or fact-checking.  Therefore, use Academic Search Premier 
because these articles have seen print publication first. 
 
5. What if the author of the article you read is quoting somebody else and you want to quote that 
person?  For example, you read an article called “Cloning is Not for Primates,” by Allen Sloan.  
On page 75, Sloan quotes Jennifer Perry, who says, “Monkeys are too much like us; cloning 
them is too dangerous.” 
 
You would present the quotation like this:  In “Cloning is Not for Primates,” Jennifer Perry 
argues, “Monkeys are too much like us; cloning them is too dangerous” (Sloan 75). 
 
Now the reader knows to look for Sloan’s name on the Works Cited page, not Perry’s. 
 


